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"I look upon all the world as my parish."
John Wesley
To serve the present age,
My calling to fulfill:
0 may it all my powers engage
To do my Master's will I
Charles Wesley
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
John Wesley was a man with a heart singularly de
voted to the worship and service of Qod. In the preface
to his Sermons there is a paragraph that is basic in under
standing his motivation for his total ministry. He writes:
... I want to know one thing�the way
to heaven; how to land safe on that happy
shore. God himself has condescended to teach
the way; for this very end He came from hea
ven. At any price, give me the book of Godl
I have it: here is knowledge enough for me.
Let me be homo unius libri � . .1
Wesley, a pilgrim on his way to the heavenly world, felt
also a Divine compulsion to be an active citizen of this
world, and to minister to the distressed poor and the toil
ing masses of the eighteenth century. To understand clearly
the basis for John Wesley's social concern, his theology
must be considered, especially his view of faith and works;
in so doing, a better perspective of Wesley's motivation
can be seen as he "went about doing good. "
Before his religious experience at Aldersgate,
Wesley earnestly sought to be pleasing to God from the
John Wesley, Standard Sermons . ed. Edward H.
Sugden .(London: Epworth Press, 196^), I, 32-53.
6earliest years of his life. As part of the Holy Club at
Oxford, he had been one of its most zealous members. He
had sought to please God by faithfully reading the Greek
New Testament and he took communion quite regularly, accord
ing to the rites of the Church of Jiingland. Also, to please
God, he engaged in various works of charity, and later
went to the colony of Georgia as a missionary. The main
reason behind all of this activity was the hope of saving
his own soul.
Finally on May 24, 1738, in a little meeting in
Aldersgate Street, London, as Wesley was listening to the
reading of Luther's Preface to the Epistle to the Romans,
he felt that his heart was "strangely warmed" and that he
trusted in "Christ alone for salvation. " An assurance came
to liim that his sins were forgiven. This experience became
the turning point in his life.
The doctrine of the justification by faith alone
beciime not only one of the central doctrines for his preach
ing., but also the motivating force for his social work.
Because Wesley realized what Christ had done for him, he
was keenly aware of the value of a soul. It was this aware
ness that made him such a passionate evangelist. Moreover,
he believed that the person who was justified by faith in
God had his heart saturated with a love for God. This love
7of necessity must be manifested in a love for his fellow-
man and this in turn would inevitably result in social
activity for the good of all� There could be no separation
between love for God and love for man.
"Christianity," he said, is "essential^ly a social
religion and to turn it into a solitary one is to destroy
2
it." No one understood and practiced better than John
Wesley. The thrust of his gospel was from an inward and
personal experience of salvation to the outward and social
expression of that experience in loving service to mankind.
I. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This is a study of John Wesley's view of faith and
works and of the significance which this view had on his
social concern. The writer has sought to examine the effect
Wesley's religious experience at Aldersgate had on the foun
der of Methodism. Also an attempt has been made to look at
some of Wesley's social activities as they became end results
of his Christian devotion and compassion. In an effort to
understand better the motivation of John Wesley's social
concern, this writer has endeavored, first to look at Wes
ley's ideas and convictions as they are embodied in his
Ibid., I, 581-382.
8view of faith and works. Secondly, some of his social con
cerns are considered as they became the living expression
of these convictions. Further, the writer is deeply con
vinced that the Holy Bible, as the Word of God, was the dy-
neimic force of Wesley's social activities, and that all
the endeavors he undertook were but the outward expression
of his inward faith. For him, the Bible was the all-guid
ing principle for his life. In this sense he was "a man of
one book," In one of his Letters he categorically states
this fact :
... I allow no other rule, whether of
faith or practice, than the Holy Scriptures;
... on scriptural principles I do not think
it hard to justify whatever I do. God in
Scripture commands me ... to instruct the
ignorant, refonn the wicked, confirm the vir
tuous ... "A dispensation of the gospel is
committed to me; and woe is me if I preach
not the gospel" . . .5
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
In the midst of an age that is constantly changing
and totally imique� the exploration of outer space, the
ever-present threat of a global war, the exploding world
population and. the increasing complexity of the urban so
ciety�the Church must re-evaluate its total ministry if
.^John Wesley, The Letters, ed. John Telford (London:
Epworth Press, 1931),"IT 285-286.
9it is to minister to the present age. It must recognize
the complexity of its tasks and its challenges, admit its
failures and strive for renewal which has become imperative
in our time.
In their effort to be contemporary, many churches
have taken one of two ways. Some have tended to abandon
the timeless message of the Gospel and have endeavored to
minister only to the physical needs of man. Others, in an
attempt to preserve the truth of the Gospel have tended to
emphasize only the spiritual needs of man to the neglect
of the physical. Both have committed the error of bisect
ing man. They have forgotten that man is a spiritual and
physical being. Thus, in this process, the Church has some
times become a self-styled social agency or a sheltered
sectarian body. Obviously either extreme approach is ina
dequate to meet the challenges of our day. The great dilemma
the Church faces, then, is how to minister to both the spir
itual and social needs of man without neglecting either one.
It is the conviction of the writer that a serious
look at John Wesley's experience and ministry can give a
clue to a successful and redemptive ministry. Wesley's
momentous religious experience at Aldersgate must be re
garded as central in his total life and ministry as it be
came the turning point to a life of love and service for
10
his Lord and Savior. I'his fact must be the object of sober
consideration for those who, like Wesley, must labor in
today's world.
The Church must recover the wholeness of the Chris
tian message. Only then can it become a truly redemptive
fellowship and channel of God's love and compassion, and
look upon the world as its parish.
CHAPTER II
WESLEY'S VI.EW OF FAITH AND WORKS
In his sermon "Justification by Faith," John Wesley
asks a question of paramount importance, not only for theo
logy, but for every individual. He writes, "How a sinner
may be justified before God, the L6rd and Judge of all, is
a question of no common importance to every child of man."^
Indeed, behind this question were long years of utter frus
tration which Wesley spent seeking and searching for the
way to justification before God and for the way to deli
verance from sin and the consequences of sin.
John Wesley found release from his bondage, but this
did not take place before his pilgrimage of faith. Thus,
consideration should be given to the spiritual preparation
that led to his conversion at Aldersgate and to the redis
covery of the doctrine of justification by faith. Without
trying to recount his whole life, the writer will briefly
consider some aspects of Wesley's life that were significant
in the development of his life and thought, and cardinal
in tracing the development of his view of faith and works �
Sermons, II, 114
12
I. WESLEY'S EARLY TRAINING
JoHn Wesley's home religious training was according
to the Anglican Communion, interpreted by devout and, stu
dious parents. From very early, Wesley was taught the
basic principle that man must be saved through moral good
ness, through universal obedience, and through the rigid
fulfillment of all the commandments of God. It was this
basic principle that defined his conception of justifica
tion; a principle that Wesley set out to attain from the
very earliest days of his childhood. His religion consisted
of attention to private and public devotion, assent to or
thodox doctrine, and general harmless behavior.
The famous fire at the Epworth Rectory in 1709*
when John Wesley, as a child of nearly six, was snatched
from death, certainly counted in his spiritual development.
He remembered it vividly all his life. The entry he makes
in his Journal on February 9� 1750* reads: "We had a com
fortable watch-night at the chapel. About eleven o'clock
it came into my mind, that this was the very day and hour
in which, forty years ago, I was taken out of the flames,
I stopped and gave a short account of that wonderful ex-
2
perience." Also, when he became very ill late in 1755 and
John Wesley, The Journal, ed. Nehemiah Curnock (Lon
don: Charles H. Kelly, 1958), III, 453-454.
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thought he was going to die, he made the famous entry in
his Journal on November 25:
In the evening (not knowing how it might
please God to dispose of me), to prevent vile
panegyric, I wrote as follows:
Here lieth the Body
of
JOHN WESLEY,
A BRAND PLUCKED OUT ,0P THE BURNING::
WHO DIED OP A CONSUMPTION IN THE PIETY-FIRST YEAR OF HIS AGE,
NOT LEAVING, AFTER HIS DEBTS ARE PAID,
TEN POUNDS BEHIND HIM:.
PRAYING,
GOD BE MERCIFUL TO ME, AN UNPROFITABLE SERVANT I ^
All his life John Wesley had the feeling that in this es
cape he had been miraculously spared for some special pur
pose.
II. WESLEY AT SCHOOL
Having been taught at home that he "could only be
saved by universal obedience, by keeping all the commandments
of God,"^ it is no wonder that in school and college Wesley
Ibid., IV, 90. ^Ibid. , I, 465.
14
maintained this conviction. In 1714 he was sent to Charter
house, and in 1720 he went to Oxford. Writing in 1758,
says of his school days: "Outward restraints being removed,
I was much more negligent than before, even of outward
duties, and almost continually guilty of outward sins, which
I knew to be such, though they were not scandalous in the
eye of the world. Though Wesley maintains he knew he
was not fulfilling the moral conditions his convictions
imposed, this must be interpreted somewhat reservedly.
He was always very severe upon himself and much too right
eous in his judgements upon childhood. Also, one must bear
in mind that this evaluation of himself was written at the
time of his great spiritual experience at Aldersgate. In
the same account, Wesley goes on to assert that during those
school days he still read his Bible and said his prayers,
adding that his hope for salvation then was by "(1) not
being so bad as other people; (2) having still a kindness
for religion; and (3) reading the Bible, going to church,
and saying my prayers." In 1724, John Wesley received
his bachelor's degree from Oxford. It was the following
year that he was to enco\inter the first of three books
�^Journal t 1� ^65.
^Ibid. ,
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that were deeply to influence his life and awaken his spir
itual sensibilities in a significant way. To this attention
is now given.
III. FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCED WESLEY'S EARLY THOUGHT
By 1725, John Wesley had begiin his preparation for
the ministry. Of his choice of vocation he writes: "When
I was about twenty-two my father pressed me to enter holy
orders."''' Confronted with the possibility of the Christian
ministry as his life's choice, Wesley began seriously to
question what the nature and purpose of Christianity really
was.
It was during this year that Jeremy Taylor's book
Rules and Exercises of Holy Living and Holy Dying was re
commended to him by a friend. The main purpose of Bishop
Taylor's book is to persuade man that, as God has given
him an excellent nature and an immortal spirit, he has
also appointed for him a work and a service great enough
to �5mploy thos$ abilities, and has ordained to a state of
life beyond the grave, to which he can arrive only by that
service and that obedience. The section which most affected
'Journal, I, 465.
William R. Cannon, The Theology of John Wesley
(New York: Abingdon Press, 19^6), p. 55 �
16
Wesley was that which deals with purity of intention.
Such was the impact of this reading upon Wesley's life that
later on he was to recall his firm intention "to dedicate
all my life to God, all my thoughts, and words, and actions;
being thoroughly convinced, there was no medium; but that
every part of my life (not some only) must either be a
sacrifice to God, or myself, that is, in effect, to the
devil. "^
The following year, 1726, he read another book that
was to make a profound impression upon his life. "The
providence of God directing me to Kempis
' Christian Pattern"
he writes, "I began to see, that true religion was seated
in the heart, and that God's law extended to all our thoughts
as well as words and actions. "^"^ Wesley was quite impressed
with Kempis' work, though he flatly refused his asceticism.
"I was . . . very angry at Kempis, for being too strict,"
even though he admits that in reading Kempis "I had fre
quently much sensible comfort .
""'"^
As a result of his encounter with Christian Pattern,
Wesley resolved to spend an hour or two each day in a form
^John Wesley, The Works , ed. Thomas Jackson (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 1958) � 2:1, $66.
"'�^Journal, I, 466. "^-^Ibid. , pp. 466-467.
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of religious retirement, and to communicate every week.
No doubt these religious practices increased his zeal for
outward religion, but he also began "to aim at, and pray
12
for, inward holiness." "At this point in his experience,"
relates Mary Alice Tenney, "Christianity for Wesley passed
out of the realm of pure speculation and became identified
with life. Never again was Christianity simply an expres-
1-5
sion of Truth; it was a Way and a Life, as well." ^ Thomas
a Kempis succeeded in reaffirming for Wesley what he had
already been taught at home, that the true Christian must
seek to imitate his Lord. Sometime after reading Kempis,
he met with William Law's Christian Perfection and Serious
Call to a Devout and Holy Life. Of these two works, Wesley
himself says of them that they "convinced me, more than ever,
of the absolute impossibility of being half a Christian;
and I determined through his grace, (the absolute necessity
of which I was deeply sensible of,) to be all devoted to
14
God, to give him all my soul, my body, and my substance."
Although his reading of Law's books was not without
offense to Wesley, yet these convinced him "of the exceed-
�'�^Ibid. , p. 467..
^^Mary Alice Tenney, Blueprint for a Christian World
(Winona Lake, Ind. : Light and Life Press, 1955), p. 68.
^^Works. XI, 567.
18
ing height and breadth and depth of the law of God" : as a
result he felt that "the light flowed in so mightily upon
my soul, that everything appeared in a new view. I cried
to God for help, and resolved not to prolong the time of
obeying Him as I had never done before. "^^ So duty for
Wesley at this period of his life had become the supreme
command in all his endeavors; his one aim was to love and
obey God with all his strength."'"^
Wesley under the influence of the stern, austere
works of Law had pledged himself to keep "His whole law,
inward and outward, to the utmost of my power" believing
that if he should keep this law, "I should be accepted of
17Him." Wesley's concept of Christianity as a way of life
was gloomy and sober, devoid of Joy and pleasure. "^^ In
creasingly his stern thinking had come to accept persecu
tion as "the portion of every follower of Christ. "^^
Such were the tremendous influences that these
books had upon Wesley. In spite of the criticisms one may
have against them, no one can deny that the witness of Wes
ley himself declared them to be greatly significant stepping
�^^Journal. I, 467. ^^Letters, I, 158.
17 1ft
'Journal, loc. cit. "^"Letters. I, II5.
�^^Works, XII, 46.
19
stones in his spiritual quest.
IV. SALVATION THROUGH WORKS
'
Chea?les Wesley had become serious and had gathered
around him at Oxford a little band of religious associates,
with whom he formed a group called the Holy Club. The club
made much of the duties of the Christian, the fasts, the
prayers and the sacraments of the church. Also the group's
insistence upon receiving communion as often as there was
opportunity had earned them the nickname of "Methodists."
After his stay in America, John Wesley returned to
Oxford in 1729 and became the leader of the club. He then
began "visiting the prisons; assisting the poor and sick
in town; and doing what other good I could by my presence,
20
or my little fortune, to the bodies and souls of all men."
Every week they spent some evenings together "in
21
reading, chiefly the Greek Testament." This increased
his knowledge and intimacy with the Bible and greatly helped
him in his inquiry into the nature of Christianity. "In
the year 1729," he writes long afterwards, "I began not only
20
Journal, I, 467.
^�^Works . VIII, 548.
20
to read, but to study the Bible as the one, the only
22
standard of truth, and the only model of pure religion."
This brought into a clearer focus the character and conduct
of Christ. He writes:
I saw � . . the indispensable necessity
of having "the mind which was in Christ,"
and of "walking as Christ also walked" ; even
of having, not some part only, but all the
mind which was in him; and of walking as he
walked not only in many or in most respects,
but in all things. And this was the light,
wherein at this time I generally considered
religion, as an uniform following of Christ,
an entire inward and outward conformity to
our Master. Nor was I afraid of anything
more , than of bending this rule to the ex
perience of myself, or of other men; of al
lowing myself in any the least discomformity
to our grand Exemplar. 25
This statement reveals a desire for flexibility of mind;
a broadened outlook. Yet John Wesley was still seeking,
with all the ardor of a master passion, to save his soul
by acts of self-denial, by prayers, and by deeds of charity.
However, his experience at Georgia would prove to be momen
tous. To be sure, he would encounter utter defeat in that
American colony, but Wesley would be a step closer to
Aldersgate.
Ibid., XI, 567.
Ibid.
21
V. WESLEY AS A MISSIONARY
Wesley's singular piety and intense" zeal attracted
the attention of the trustees of the new colony of Georgia.
They were in search of a clergyman who could preach to the
settlers and to the Indians in their neighborhood; Wesley
seemed to be the man for the position. He was introduced
to General Oglethorpe, the founder of the colony. At first
Wesley refused this offer, but finally consented. So on
October 14, 1755* having broken away from those who be
longed to the Holy Club, he set sail with Oglethorpe for
Georgia.
This experience was to be for Wesley a high point
in his religious development. His motives were still
the same. He noted "the hope of doing more good in America"
to be one of the reasons for making the trip. But there
is an even stronger reason for his becoming a missionary
to the Indians. In a remarkable letter dated October 10,
1735, iie writes to Dr. Burton of Corpus Ohristi College
and one of the trustees of the new colony: "My chief mo
tive, to which all the rest are subordinate, is the hope
of saving my own soul."^^ His own soul was still his chief
Letters. I, 191. '^-^Ibid. , p. 188.
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preoccupation. For this end he was prepared to suffer
even death. This was lofty spiritual heroism, but he was
rather naive in supposing that he could achieve his coveted
purpose by doing good works and trusting in them. However,
this occasion would prepare him to understand that his
soul would not be saved by works, but only by simple faith
in Christ.
It is not necessary at this point to relate all of
Wesley's experiences in Georgia, complicated by all sorts
of difficulties, including an unhappy love affair. How
ever, it is interesting to note a couple of ordeals which
proved to be of great significance to Wesley.
One of these events was his encounter with a number
of Moravians with whom Wesley became acquainted while on
his trip to the American colony. There were twenty-six
Moravians on board the Simmonds and Wesley was highly im
pressed with their cheerful faith even in the midst of
danger. In his Journal, on Sunday, January 25� 1736,
Wesley records the incident. They were encountering their
"third storm" and the Simmonds was in grave danger of being
torn apart. "A terrible screaming began among the English.
The Germans calmly sang on. I asked one of them afterwards,
'Was (sic]J you not afraid?' He answered, 'I thank God, no.'
I asked, 'But were not your women and children afraid?'
25
He replied mildly, 'No; our women and children were not
afraid to die.'" Wesley recorded at the end of this day,
"This was the most glorious day which I have hitherto seen."'
No doubt it was so, in more ways than one. It had not only
shown him the grand moral spectacle of Christian faith tri
umphing over human fear, but the day had raised the question
within himself as to whether his way of trying to save his
soul was not, after all, a mistaken one. These questionings
would cling to him and give him much unrest, but they would
thrust him at last into the true and living way.
The other significant event which was to shake his
religious foundations took place the day after his arrival
into American soil. He had barely arrived when he met
Spangenberg, one of the pastors of the Moravians. Wesley
tells of the searching questions Spangenberg asked him on
their first meeting.
I soon found what spirit he was of; and
asked his advice with regard to my own con
duct. He said, "My brother, I must first ask
you ona or two questions. Have you the wit
ness within yourself? Does the Spirit of God
bear witness with your spirit, that you are
a child of God?' I was surprised, and knew
not what to answer. He observed it, and
�Journal, I, 142-145.
24
asked, "Do you know Jesus Christ?" I paused,
and said, "I know he is the Saviour of the
world." "True, replied he, "hut do you
know he has saved you?" I answered, "I hope
he has died to save me." He only added, "Do
you know yourself?" I said, "I do." But I
fear they were vain words.2/
This conversation filled Wesley with fresh questions res
pecting himself. This too would trouble him greatly for
a time, but would prove to be good seed at length. Never
theless, the two and a half years spent in Georgia did
reveal to him the utterly unsatisfactory character of his
religious attitude and his spiritual experience. Of this
period of Wesley's life, Henry Bett asserts that "it would
perhaps not be far from the truth to. say of Wesley in these
years that he was doing all that he knew for Christ, but
28
that he did not know what Christ had done for him. "
John Wesley's estimate of his own religious state was
one of utter despair. A few passages will serve to indi
cate his sense of defeat. On his voyage back to England he
records, "On Monday 9, said the following days, I reflected
much on that vain desire, which had pursued me for so many
years, of being in solitude, in order to be a Christian.
^^Ibid. , p. 151.
28
Henry Bett, The Spirit of Methodism (London: Epworth
Press, 19^3), p. 14.
25
I have now, thought I, solitude enough. But am I, there-
29
fore, the nearer being a Christian?"
Again his entry of January 24, 1758, a few days be
fore his arrival to his country, reads:
I went to America, to convert the Indians;
but oh, who shall convert me? Who, what is
he that will deliver me from this evil heart
of unbelief? I have a fair summer religion.
I can talk well; nay, and believe myself,
while no danger is near. But let death look
me in the face, and my spirit is troubled.
Nor can I say, "To die is gain" 150
On his return to England in February 1758, Wesley writes:
"It is now two years and almost four months since I left
my native country, in order to teach the Georgian Indians
the nature of Christianity" and then he adds: "^But what
have I learned myself in the meantime? Why, (what I the
least of all suspected,) that I who went to America to con
vert others, was never myself converted to God." He ends
this entry by stating:
If it be said, that I have faith, (for
many such things have I heard, from many
miserable conforters,) I answer. So have the
devils . . . The faith I want is a "sure trust
and confidence in God, that, through the
merits of Christ, my sins are forgiven, and
I reconciled to the favour of God." I want
Journal. I, 416. ^^Ibid. . p. 418.
26
that faith which St. Paul recommends to all
the world, especially in his Epistle to the
Romans : That faith which enables everyone
that hath it to cry out, "I live not; but
Christ liveth in me; and the life which I
now live, I live by faith in the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave himself for me." I
want that faith which none can have without
knowing that he hath it; (though many imagine
they have it, who have it not;; for whoso
ever hath it, is "freed from sin, the "whole
body of sin is destroyed" in him; He is
freed from fear, "having peace with God
through Christ, and rejoicing in hope of the
glory of God." And he is freed from doubt,
"having the love of God shed abroad in his
heart, through the Holy Ghost which is given
unto him;" which "Spirit itself beareth wit
ness with his Spirit, that he is a child of
God 1 51
Such was Wesley's religious state when he returned
to England. From all this, can it be said what view of
justification Wesley held at this point in his life?
William R. Cannon thinks we can draw some definite conclu
sions; that there was a basic principle in Wesley's thought
which he held during this period of his life. It is the
principle "that man must be saved through moral goodness,
through universal pbedience, and through the rigid fulfill
ment of all the commandments of God. "^^ Thus, it can be
concluded that Wesley's religious motives during this period
of his life were entirely centered upon himself. Although
Journal. I, 424. ^'^Cannon, The Theology, p. 65.
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the greater part of his activities were concerned with his
neighbor and his neighbor's needs, they had not signifi
cance in and of themselves, but were important in so far
as they contributed to his own salvation. Cannon sums up
Wesley's beliefs in the following way;
Though he accepted as a dogma the re
demption of sinful man through the death of
Christ, he had no conception whatever of the
free gift of Christ's atonement and, through
it, of man's justification and salvation had
to be achieved through man's own efforts,
through moral goodness, through the perfor
mance of the commandments of God, Faith it
self was man's own act, his assent to what
God had revealed because God had revealed it.
With Wesley, therefore, faith and works stood
together. They could not be separated. Yes,
in reality faith itself was a work; for, if
a man believes a thing because he is commanded,
that is work. 33
An attempt will be made to trace how Wesley attained the
assurance of faith and his new view of righteousness.
VI. WESLEY ON THE ROAD TO ALDERSGATE
John Wesley had gone to America in the hope of find
ing there what Oxford and the Holy Club had failed to do
for him:: a clear religious experience. Upon his return
Ibid. . pp. 63-64.
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from Georgia, with a more bitter self-discontent than ever,
and having admitted his failure, Wesley proceeded to make
a religious inventory. His self-examination has been quoted
above. Such rejection of faith in works and his definition
of faith in terms of assurance should have accomplished
his intellectual conversion. But the following events in
Wesley's life showed that his lack of assurance still re
mained.
Thus, on his return, he went to London where he had
to give an account of himself to the trustees of the settle
ment in Georgia. His acquaintance with the Moravians in
the American colony naturally made him turn to the Moravians
in London. On Tuesday, February 7, "a day much to be re-
membered"-^ he met Peter Boehler, a Moravian missionary
temporarily in London before going to Georgia; a man
destined to influence profoundly Wesley's life. He records
in his Journal several conversations with Boehler which are
worthy of noting at this point. It was at Oxford, while
conversing with Wesley that Peter Boehler remarked to him,
"My brother, my brother, that philosophy of yours must be
purged away.""^-^ And about a fortnight later when Wesley
Journal, I, 436.
'Ibid., p. 440.
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was "clearly convinced of unbelief" and his mind charged
him to "leave off preaching" for it argued, "how can you .
preach to others, who have no faith yourself?" So Wesley
asked Boehler "whether he thought I should leave it off or
not. He answered, 'By no means.' I asked, 'But what can
I preach?' He said, 'preach faith till you have it; and then,
�56
because you have it, you will preach faith. '"-^
The very next day, Monday, 6th, Wesley writes that
he "began preaching this new doctrine, though my soul
started back from the work. The first person to whom I
offered salvation by faith alone was a prisoner under sen
tence of death. " Wesley confesses that he found the task
a difficult one because of "being still ... a aealous
57
assertor of the impossibility of a death-bed repentance."^'
But the condemned man promptly refuted Wesley's argument by
accepting the new doctrine. He remarked to Wesley: "I am
now ready to die. I know Christ has taken away my sins;
and there is no more condemnation for me." Wesley observed
that "the same composed cheerfulness he showed, when he was
carried to execution; and in his last moments he was the
same, enjoying a perfect peace, and confident that he was
^^Ibid. , p. 442,
^^Ibid.
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'accepted in the Beloved.'"^
Wesley was now convinced that Boehler 's teaching as
to faith and its fruits was Scriptural, hut a doubt yet
remained: How could the great spiritual process by which
a man passed from death unto life be an instantaneous work?
He writes:
I could not understand how this faith
should be given in a moment: how a man could
at once be thus turned from darkness to light,
from sin and misery to righteousness and joy
in the Holy Ghost. I searched the Scriptures
again, touching this very thing, particularly
the Acts of the Apostles: But, to my utter
astonishment, found scarce instances there
other than inst antaneous conversions; scarce
any so slow as that of St. Paul, who was
three days in the pangs of the new birth.
-^^
Still Wesley could not accept this fact and be re-
assiired that that had been God's way in the lives of the
early Christians. But Peter Boehler had an answer to Wes
ley's doubt. He assured Wesley that there were living
witnesses that he could produce. Accordingly, Boehler
brought in four English members of the Moravian society
in London who testified that faith had instantaneously
Journal . I, p. 448.
Ibid. . p. 454.
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brought them salvation from sin. Wesley was amazed, but
contended that four examples were not enough. Boehler then
brought in eight more witnesses.
The overwhelming testimony of these twelve, along
with that of the converted prisoner forced Wesley to capi
tulate. He then writes: "Here ended my disputing. I could
now only cry out, 'Lord, help thou my unbelief!'" Wesley
was now standing on the verge of a new life. Wednesday,
May 24, 1738, was for him the great day of deliverance.
His weeks of constant faith-filled prayer eind use of other
means of grace brought him finally to that evening of May
24.
John Wesley has left a minute record of that day.
It is interesting to note how he was eagerly listening and
seemed to catch, everywhere, prophetic echoes of some com
ing message. When he opened his New Testament at five
o'clock in the morning, he tells how his eyes fell on the
words: "There are given imto us exceeding great and pre
cious promises, even that ye should be partakers of the
divine nature" (2 Pet. 1:4). Just before he left his room,
Wesley opened his Bible again and read, "Thou art not far
Ibid., p. 455.
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from the kingdom of God." Later in the afternoon he went
to St. Paul's and in the anthem he heard translated into
music the cry of his own heart: "Out of the deep have I
called unto Thee, 0 Lord; Lord, hear my voice. 0 let Thine
ears consider well the voice of my complaint." What happened
that memorable evening must be told in Wesley's own words:
In the evening I went very unwillingly
to a society in Aldersgate Street, where one
was reading Luther's preface to the Epistle
to the Romans. About a quarter before nine,
while he was describing the change which God
works in the heart through faith in Christ,
I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I
did trust in Christ, Christ alone for my sal
vation; and an assurance was given me that
He had taken away m� sins, even mine, and
saved me from the law of sin and death.41
With a group of exultant friends, Wesley left the
little room in Aldersgate Street and sought out his brother
Charles. His two words, "I believe," told the good news.
The company voiced its rapture by singing the hymn which
Charles had just written:
Where shall my wandering soul begin?
How shall I all to heaven aspire?
A slave redeem 'd from death and sin,
A brand pluck 'd from eternal fire.
Journal . pp. 475-476.
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How shall I equal triumphs raise,
And sing my great Deliver 's praise I
At last Wesley had discovered the meaning of saving
faith. That hour at Aldersgate Street was the real begin-
ing of his unique apostolate. He recognized this himself.
Writing in 1746, he remarked:
(1.) Prom the year 1725 to 1729 I preach
ed much, but saw no fruit of my labour . . .
I neither laid the foundation of repentance,
nor of believing the gospel . . . (2.) Prom
the year 1729 to 1754, laying a deeper foun
dation of repentance, I saw little fruit , . .
(5.) Prom 1734 to 1738, speaking more of faith
in Christ I saw more fruit of my preaching
. . . though I know not if any of those who
were outwardly . . . converted to God. (4.)
From 1738 to this time speaking continually
of Jesus Christ, laying Him only for the
foundation of the whole building, making Him
all in all . . . the "word of God ran" as
fire among the stubble; it was "glorified"
more and more ; multitudes crying out , "What
must we do to be saved?" and afterwards wit
nessing, "By grace we are saved through
faith. "43
The -Aldersgate experience is particularly important
for consideration at this point, because a new theology
42
G. Osborn, The Poetical Works of John and Charles
Wesley, (London: Wesleyan-Methodist Conference Office, 1868),
I, 91.
Works, VIII, 468-469
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gained Wesley's allegiance on the date of that momentous
experience and made a contribution that was cardinal to
the development of Wesley's thought. "Aldersgate," says
William Cannon, "stands at the crisis of Wesley's thought
as well as at the crisis of his religious experience and
of his life." It was here that Wesley learned for the
first time the true meaning of justification by faith. No
one can deny that before this time, Wesley was greatly
engaged in doing good works and actually suffered and la
bored for the profit of many; and all this with deep sin
cerity. He went "thus far for many years" conscious of
"redeeming the time; buying up every opportunity of doing
good to all men � . . having a real design to serve God; a
hearty desire to do His will in all things." And yet, he
writes, "my own conscience beareth me witness in the Holy
Ghost, that all this time I was but almost a Christian. "^^
Consideration can now be given to Wesley's view of
faith and works after his Aldersgate experience.
44
Cannon, The Theolo^, p. 68.
45
-^Sermons, I, 61-62.
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VII. WESLEY'S EAELY VIEW OF JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH
In his sermon, "Salvation by Faith," Wesley sets
forth his new emphasis of justification. He writes that
"there is nothing we are, or have, or do, which can deserve
the least thing at God's hand . � . and whatever righteous-
ness may be found in man, this is also the gift of God."
But then, can man atone for his own sins? "No," says Wes
ley, for "they are all unholy and sinful themselves," and
only God's works are good.^'' Writing in a similar vein,
he states:
All truly good works . . . follow after
.justification; and they are therefore good
and "acceptable to God in Christ," because
they "spring out of a true and living faith"
. . . all good works done before .justifica
tion are not good, in the Christisin sense,
forasmuch as they spring not of faith in
His new emphasis is that we are saved by grace
through faith. But the meaning of faith which he held
before had radically changed. It was no longer a belief
which accompanied good works, thus faith itself becoming
a work, but a concept of different import.
Jesus C'hrist
Ibid. . p. 37. ^7Ibid.
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Ibid., p. 123.
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In the same sermon, "Salvation by Faith," Wesley
first tells his hearers what saving faith is not, so he
points out some inadequate concepts. It is not "the faith
of a heathen," who believes in God and whose faith leads
him to thank God "for all things"; nor is it "the faith of
a devil" which goes "much farther than that of a heathen.
For the devil believes, not only that there is a wise and
powerful God . . . but also, that Jesus is the Son of God"
and they are "the great enemy of God and man" who believe
and tremble. Finally, saving faith goes even beyond "that
which the Apostles themselves had while Christ was yet upon
earth." What then, is the nature of that faith by which
men axe saved? "It may be answered," says Wesley, "first,
in general, it is a faith in Christ: Christ and God through
Christ, are the proper objects of it," not "barely a spec
ulative, rational thing, a cold, lifeless assent" but "a
disposition of the heart."
But how does such faith differ from that which the
apostles had while Christ remained with them on earth? The
answer to the question, which could only be given after
Aldersgate, is stated by Wesley, that this saving faith
Sermons . I, 58-59*
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. . . acknowledges the necessity and
merit of His death, and the power of His
resurrection. It acknowledges His death
as the only sufficient means of redeeming
man from death eternal, and His resurrec
tion as the restoration of us all to life
and immortality; inasmuch as He "was de
livered for our sins, and rose again for our
justification." Christian faith is, then not
only an assent to the whole gospel of Ctirist,
but also a full reliance on the blood of
Christ; a trust in the merits of His life,
death, and resurrection; a recumbency upon
Him as our atonement and our life, as given
for us, and living in us . . . and, in con
sequence hereof, a closing with Him, and
cleaving to Him, as our "wisdom, righteous
ness, sanctif ication, and redemption," or
in one word, our salvation. 50
Thus, Wesley's emphasis of the nature of faith is
now set forth as a personal trust and "confidence which a
man hath in God, that, by the merits of Christ, his sins
are forgiven, and, be reconciled to the favour of God; where-
51
of doth follow a loving heart, to obey His commandments. "^^
Faith no longer is a result of human effort, but
the gift of God, a free undeserved gift, for by grace we
are saved, not by works, "for all our works, all our right-
eousness, which were before our believing, merited nothing
of God but condemnation. �52 "Grace is the source, faith the
50Ibid., pp. 40-41. 51Ibid., p. 63 �
52Ibid p. 48� �
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condition of salvation. "^^
Wesley, in making faith the only condition to sal
vation is anxious to make himself clear, lest faith itself
should be misconceived as a kind of "work." "Indeed, strictly
speaking, the convenant of grace doth not require us to
do anything at all, as absolutely and indispensably neces
sary in order to our justification; but only, to believe
in Him . . ."^ And again in this sermon, "The Lord our
Righteousness," he states:- "God gives this faith; in that
moment we are accepted of God; and yet, not for the sake of
that faith, but of what Christ has done and suffered for
us. "55
One of the texts on which these statements is based
is Romans 4:5,6: "To him that worketh not, but believeth
on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted
for righteousness." Commenting on this passage of Scrip
ture, Wesley,. in his Explanatory Notes asserts: "It
('worketh not') being impossible he should without faith
. . . a man is justified by faith alone, and not by works. "^^
^^sermons. I, 38. ^^Ibid. , p. 137. ^^l^ld. . II, 434.
5^John Wesley, Explanatory Notes on the New Testa
ment (London: Epworth Press, 1958), pp. 532-533 �
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At Aldersgate, Wesley had become a new man and the
center of his religion had shifted from self-love as the
very center of his life to a love of God and the desire
to do His will. This became the burning passion of his
life.
VIII. WESLEY'S MATUBE VIEW OF JUSTIFICATION
In his new view of justification, Wesley turned his
attention to God's grace in Christ; that since man can
offer nothing but sin, and cannot plead any righteousness
of his own, salvation is the gift of God and comes to man
by faith.
Moreover, Wesley makes it clear that it is the sin
ner whom God justifies, not the godly, "as 'they that are
righteous need no repentance,' so they need no forgiveness.
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It is only sinners that have any occasion for pardon."^'
Wesley's view of justification after 1738 never changed.
Twenty-eight years after Aldersgate, he writes:
I believe justification by faith alone,
as much as I believe there is a God. I de
clared this in a sermon, preached before the
University of Oxford, eight-and- twenty years
ago. I declared it to all the world eighteen
Sermons . I, 122
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years ago, in a sermon written expressly on
the subject. I have never varied from it,
no, not an hair's breadth, from 1758 to this
Also, in his sermon "The Wedding Garment" written on March
26, 1790, one year before his death, Wesley again firmly
asserts that:
About fifty years ago, I had a clearer
view than before of justification by faith;
and in this, from that very hour, I never
varied, no, not an hair's breadth. Neverthe
less, an ingenious man has publicly accused
me of a thousand variations. I pray God, not
to lay this to his charge I I am now on the
borders of the grave; but, by the grace of
God, I still witness the same compassion. 59
With this view of justification clarified by Wesley,
inquiry is made into the place this view has for good works
done before justification. Wesley states that in the true
sense of the term, good works done before justification are
not good works. He outlines his argument as follows:
No works are good, which are not done as
God hath willed and commanded them to be done:
But no works done before justification are
done as God hath willed and commanded them to
be done :
Therefore, no works done before justifi-
day.58
5�Works, X, 549. 59Ibid., VII, 517.
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cation are good.
The first proposition is self-evident;
and the second� that no works done before
justification are done as God hath willed
and commanded them to be done�will appear
equally plain and undesirable, if we only
consider, God hath willed and commanded,
that all our works should be done in charity,
in love to God which produces love to all
mankind. But none of our works can be done
in this love, while the love of the Father
(of God as our Father) is not in us; and this
love cannot be in us till we receive the
"Spirit of adoption, crying in our hearts,
Abba, Father." If, therefore, God doth not
.justify the ungodly, and him that (in this
sense/ worketh not, then hath Christ died in
vain; then notwithstanding His death, can
no flesh living be justified. 60
Good works according to Wesley's view are irrelevant
as a condition for man's justification. He addresses the
unbeliever in this manner: "Knowest thou not, that thou
canst do nothing but sin, till thou are reconciled to God?
Wherefore, then, does thou say, 'I must do this and this
first, and then I shall believe'? Nay, but first believe I
Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, the propitiation for thy
sins. Let this good foundation be laid, and then thou shalt
do all things well."^"^
Sermons, I, 124.
Ibid., pp. 143-144.
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Again in his sermon "The Lord our Righteousness,"
Wesley emphasizes the reality of salvation that is by faith
and not of works; the salvation that is "wholly and solely
62
for the sake of what Christ hath done and suffered for us."
In this attitude to justification, John Wesley is following
the principles of the Reformers. "In regard to the Justi
fying act itself," says Dr. William R. Cannon, "Wesley is
65
at one with Luther and with Calvin." And Dr. George A.
Turner asserts that "Wesley did for Protestantism what ^oither
did to Catholicism�he recovered the Pauline emphasis upon
64
grace and faith.
" But in attempting a more precise de
termination of Wesley's position on faith and works, dif
ferences �f emphasis can be found that are significant to
mention. Luther, in his desire to correct, what he con
sidered the erroneous view of the Roman Catholic Church of
salvation by works, set forth his well known doctrine of
sola fide. Luther emphasized faith so much that there was
a tendency to minimize the importance of works.
Now Wesley attempted to find a balanced view of
faith and works, and it was here that he found himself in
a difficult position. This problem arose when later on in
^^Ibid. . II, 430. ^^Cannon, The Theology, p. 88.
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George A. Turner, The Vision Which Transforms
(Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1964), p. 258.
^3
his ministry, Wesley gave increased attention to repentance
before justification and its fruits. Harald Lindstrbm ob
serves that "with time Wesley distinguished this repentance
more and more clearly from justifying faith and comes to
regard the former as its necessary condition, although
65the main stress is always put on the latter."
In the conference of 17^4, Wesley declared that there
had been too much leaning toward Calvinism and Antinomianism.
Although, here, Wesley continues to hold th-e view that faith
is the only condition of justification, he also asserts that
before justification there must be repentance and "works
66
meet for repentance."
After affirming that faith in Christ is the sole
condition of justification, Wesley goes on to speak more
favorably 'of good works before justification than he had
done earlier. The question is asked:
Q.7. Have we duly considered the case
of Cornelius? Was hot he in the favour
of God, when his "prayers and alms came up
for a memorial before God:" that is, before
he believed in Christ?
^^Harald Lindstrbm, Wesley and Sanctif ication (New
York: Abingdon Press, 1946), p. 93 �
66^,orks, VIII, 281.
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A. It does seem that he was, in some
degree. But we speak not of those who have
not heard the gospel.
Q.8. But were those works of his "splendid
sins?"
A. No: nor were they done without the
grace of Christ. 6?
Here it must be noticed that the test of whether
works done before justification are good is not the test
of objective moral standards, but the test of inward re
sponse to the prevenient grace of God. In the question that
immediately follows, Wesley endeavored to clarify this
issue :
How then can we maintain, that all
works done before we have a sense of the
pardoning love of God are sin, and, as such,
an abomination to Him?
A. The works of him who has heard the
gospel, and does not believe, are not done
as God hath "willed and commanded them to
be done." And yet we know not how to say
that they are an abomination to the Lord in
him who feareth God, and, from the principle,
does the best he can. 68
Commenting on the results of this conference, Colin
Williams says that "because of his emphasis on the way God
works in the natural man to produce 'bad conscience' and a
^"^Ibid. , p. 283.
^^Ibid.
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desire to please him, increasingly Wesley began to stress
repentance and works meet for repentance as the precondi
tion of justifying faith. "^^
About the same time as this conference, Wesley
published his famous An Earnest Appeal to Men of Reason
and Religion. Here again Wesley speaks of "both repentance
and the fruits thereof" as in some sense "necessary before
justification yet neither the one nor the other necessary
in the same sense, or in the same degree, with faith . . �
Faith alone . . . justifies ; which repentance alone does
70
not, much less any outward works."'
Wesley continues saying that faith is "proximately
necessary" whereas repentance is only "remotely" necessary.
In a sermon published twenty years later, "The Scripture
Way of Salvation," Wesley endeavors to emphasize faith as
"the only condition" to salvation, although repentance and
its fruits are in a sense necessary too. And here again,
he underlines his same idea: they are not to be regeirded
"necessary in the same sense with faith, nor in the same
degree. " He concludes the section by saying that "repent-
69'^Colin W. Williams, John Wesley's Theology Today
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1960), p. 60.
'^^Works . VIII, 57.
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ance and its fruits are only remotely necessary; necessary
in order to faith; whereas faith is immediately and directly
necessary to justification." Thus, it remains that faith
is the only condition which is immediately and proximately
71
necessary to justification."'
In order to do justice to Wesley, it must be remem
bered that emphasis on the fruits of repentance came as a
result of his struggle with Antinomianism. Not only were
some of his preachers falling off into preaching "Let us
continue in sin that grace may abound," but were putting
this doctrine into practice, and were guilty of gross im
moralities. Curnock comments on the problems Wesley faced:
During this period Wesley was harassed
by scurrilous attacks from those who were,
or had been, of his own inner circle, and
constantly by clergy and dignataries of the
English Church. His preachers, who were the
strength of the new movement, were also its
weakness. A few fell into sin � . . John
Wesley, knowing the temptations of their call
ing, hoped against hope for the restoration
of his fallen preachers . . . fiercely, know
ing that it usually ended in Antinomianism
immoralities .72
Also in his Journal for 23rd, March 1746, Wesley gives "the
p. 585.
'^�'�Sermons, II, 451-452.
'''^Curnock (n.). The Journal of John Wesley. IV,
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true picture of Antinomianism full grown" by reproducing
his conversation with an Antinomian teacher:
Do you believe you have nothing to do
with the Law of God? I have jiog: I am
not under the Law: I live by faith. Have
you, as living by laith^ a right to every
thing in the world? 1 have : All is mine ,
since Christ is mine. May you, then 5 take
anything you will anywhere? Suppose out
of a shop, without the consent or knowledge
of the ov^ner? I may, if I want it: For it
is mine: Only I will not give offense.
Have you also a right to all the women in
the world? Yes, if they consent. And is
not that a sin? Yes, to him that thinks
it is a sin: But not to those whose hearts
are free" . . . Surely these are the first
born children of Satan! 75
It was within this context that statements such as this were
made at the conference of 1770 in London:
We have received it as a maxim, that "a
man is to do nothing in order to justifica
tion. " Nothing can be more false. Whoever
desires to find favor with God, should "cease
from evil, and learn to do well." So God him
self teaches by the Prophet Isaiah. Whoever
repents should "do works meet for repentance."
And if this is not in order to find favor,
what does he do them for?74
Much criticism was labeled against Wesley as he pub-
Journal, III, 257-258. ^^Works , VIII, 557
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lished the minutes of this conference. The Calvinists
were furious because they interpreted them as a reversion
to papal doctrine and as repudiation of the doctrine of
It
justification by faith alone. Even some Soman Catholic
writers "have welcomed the Minutes as a rejection of the
solafidean character of Protestantism. "''^
Such violent opposition arose, that the following
year, 1771, Wesley and his Conference, issued a statement
(signed by Wesley and fifty-three preachers) , in which
they said:
... we hereby solemnly declare in the
sight of God, that we have no trust or con
fidence but in the alone merits of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, for Justification
or Salvation, either in Life, Death, or the
day of Judgment. And although no one is a
real Christian believer (and consequently
cannot be saved) who doth not good works,
where there is time and opportunity, yet our
Works have no part in meriting or purchasing
our justification from first to last, either
in whole or in part. 76
Although Wesley put a strong emphasis upon the Re
formation doctrine of justification by faith alone, he re
tains the stress upon the necessity of works. Also, it is
''^Williams, John Wesley's Theology Today, p. 65.
"^^Ibid. . and facsimile in Journal . V, 427.
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clearly seen that his phrase "where there is time and
opportunity" indicates a secondary, though necessary role
of works.
It is interesting to note in his Explanatory Notes.
Wesley's commentary on the final judgment: "Your words as
well as actions shall he produced in evidence for or against
you, to prove whether you was (sicj a true believer or not.
And according to that evidence you will either be acquitted
or condemned in the great day."''''''
"The works of which Wesley speaks," says Colin
Williams, "are the fruits of living faith, for faith is a
personal relationship to the living Christ, and where Christ
is, transformation must follow."'''� Wesley believed that a
dyntJiiic faith would express itself in good works. Of neces
sity, the transformed person would give evidence of his
inner transformation, wrought by the grace of God in his
life, by means of an outward loving action toward his fel
low man. In the preface to the first Methodist hymnal, he
wrote :
"Faith working by love" is the length and
breadth and depth and height of Christian
^'^N.T. Notes, p. 65 (Matt. 12:57).
'''Williams, 0�. cit., p. 68.
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perfection. "This commandment have we from
Christ, that he who love God, love his bro
ther also;" and that we manifest our love
"by doing good \mto all men; especially to
them that are of the household of faith."
And in truth, whosoever loveth his brethren,
not in word only, but as Christ loved him,
cannot but be "zealous of goo^ works. "79
Thus, it must be concluded that John Wesley, even
as the great theologian of the Wesleyan Revival, John
Fletcher of Medeley, refused to dissolve "the dialectical
tension" between faith and works by insisting upon "the
80
validity of both truths." Wesley insisted, time and time
again that he held to the doctrine of justification by faith
alone. "Let it suffice," he said, "that I absolutely, once
and for all, renounce every expression which contradicts
that fundamental truth. We are justified by faith alone."
Nevertheless, the place of works as evidence of re-
pentfiince is strongly emphasized by Wesley. Works demonstrate
the righteousness and holiness of the believer; not necessary
for justification, but inseparable from the Christian's na
ture.
"^^Works, XIV, 521.
^^Kenneth Kinghorn, "John Fletcher's View of the Re
lationship of Faith and Works," The Asbury Seminarian. XX
(January, 1966), p. 57 �
Works, X, 549.
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Wesley had witnessed the strong tendencies of the
Calvinists as well as those of the Antinomians to make of
opthe doctrine, what Bonhoeffer has called "cheap grace."
Thus, he endeavored to emphasize the reality of Divine
grace as well as human responsibility. He asserted that
there is a genuine co-operation of man with God. "There
is in the Wesleyan conception," says William Cannon, "both
divine apportionment and human appropriation standing to
gether in a single process."�^ Wesley so movingly stresses
this reality:
Thou ungodly one, who hearest or readest
these words! Thou vile, helpless, miserable
sinner! I charge thee before God the Judge
of all, go straight unto Him, with all thy
ungodliness ... Go as altogether ungodly,
guilty, lest, destroyed, deserving and drop
ping into hell; and thou shalt then find fa
vour in His sight, and know that He justi-
fieth the ungodly. Thus look into Jesus 1
There is The Lamb of God, who taketh away
thy sins! . . . The Lord hath need of thee
. . ..0 come quickly! Believe in the Lord
Jesus, and thou, even thou, art reconciled
to God. 84
Reference has been made to the fact that John Wesley's
ultimate motives for his good works before his conversion
^^Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966), p. 35.
^^Cannon, The Theologz, p. 116. ^^Sermons . - 1 . 130.
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experience were self-centered. His acts of self-denial,
prayers and deeds of charity were done only as they con
tributed to the salvation of his own soul. This resulted
in dissatisfaction with his religious life.
Then,, on the 24th of May, 17$8~a red-letter day
for him, and for all Christendom�John Wesley came to the
end of the long quest. In a room in Aldersgate Street he
was converted. A new certainty came into his life. He
experienced spiritual liberation, by grace through faith,
and what he had felt and seen, he would now proclaim with
confidence. So Wesley "left the room in Aldersgate Street,
flung his legs across the back of a horse, and rode out to
85
save England. " ^
This was a new beginning for Wesley. He no longer
merely hoped for salvation, but now he had received it and
was sure of it. And his new confidence was not on the basis
of his own good works or his own righteousness, but on the
basis of God's righteousness, God's work through Christ in
him and through him. Thus, his ultimate motive changed, he
now saw the poor and the sinful with real compassion and
^^w, E, Sangster, Methodism Can Be Born Again (New
York; Methodist Book Concern, 1958), p. 14
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genuine love. If he performed works of charity in their
behalf, it was now merely for the sake of fulfilling the
comm;andment of His Lord, "love thy neighbor." To act un-
lovingly toward one's neighbor was in actuality to act in
an unloving way toward God. Genuine love, in fact, is
one of the necessary fruits of those "who are born of God."
Wesley says that the true Christian will love his neighbor
and.
every soul which God hath made; not ex
cepting our enemies; not excepting those who
are now "despitefully using and persecuting
us"�a love whereby we love every man as our
selves; as we love our own souls. Nay, our
Lord has expressed it still more strongly,
teaching us to "love one another, even as He
hath loved us." . . , the commandment writ
ten in the hearts of all those that love God
is no other than this, "As I have loved you,
so love ye one another.86
John Wesley never allowed himself to develop a
mystical response to religion. Against those who urged
that holiness demanded a life in solitary contemplation of
God, he affirmed that "Christianity is essentially a social
religion and ... to turn it into a solitary one is to
destroy it ... to conceal this religion is impossible as
Sermons, I, 295*
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well as utterly contraiTy to the design of its Author."
His social concern, then, became an outward expres
sion of an inward reality. Wesley declared to his followers
that both repentance and the practice of good works were
in some sense necessary to sanctif ication. These good works,
he said, were not only those works of piety such as "public
prayer, family prayer, and praying in our closet; receiving
the supper of the Lord; searching the Scriptures by hearing,
reading, meditating; and using a measure of fasting or ab-
88
stinence as our bodily health allows." But also works of
mercy as:
they relate to the bodies or souls of
men; such as feeding the hungry, clothing the
naked, entertaining the stranger, visiting
those that are in prison or sick, or vari
ously afflicted; such as the endeavouring to
instruct the ignorant, to awaken the stupid
sinner, to quicken the lukewarm, to confirm
the wavering, to comfort the feeble-minded,
to succour the tempted, or contribute in any
manner to the saving of souls from death.
This is the repentance, and these the "fruits
meet for repentance," which are necessary to
full sanctif ication. This is the way where
in God hath appointed His children to wait
for complete salvation. 89
87Ibid 581-582.
88
Sermons, II, 455.
'ibid., pp. 455-456.89
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Such was the strong emphasis John Wesley gave to
the social character of the Christian faith. This faith
continually sought expression, not only in "the first and
great commandment," but in the second "which is like unto
it, Thou Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." This faith
was the mainspring of action, of Christian conduct in all
areas and relations of life.
CHAPa?ER III
JOHN WESLEY'S SOCIAL CONCERN
I. ON SLAVERY
One of the great achievements of the eighteenth
centiiry was the movement for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade. Such figures as Granville Sharpe, Thomas Clarkson
and William Wilberforce loomed prominently in this move
ment. But it is sometimes overlooked that John Wesley's
participation in arousing the indignation of public opinion
to such evil, was no small contribution. Maldwyn jSdwards
has observed:
Emphasize the importance of literature
in the history of the Abolition movement,
and one must give weight to the public
letters of Wesley and his great pamphlet.
Emphasize the importance of oratory, and one
cannot pass over the sermons of Wesley and
his later preachers. Give the credit of
abolition to the Evangelicals, and one must
needs remember that Wesley was their spiri
tual father. 1
Speaking in the same vein, John S. Simon asserts that this
reform
Maldwyn Edwards, John Wesley and the Eighteenth
Century (London: Epworth Press, 1955) � p. 112.
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was not affected by physical punishment,
but by the stroke of conscience, the sorrow
of true repentance, the assurance of for
giveness which came when the Lover of sinful
men was seen on the Cross, and by the trans
forming work of the Holy Spirit. John Wes
ley pointed out that path to moral reform
to myriads of his fellow-countrymen. His
testimony was received; and, gradually, the
dawn-light and the brightness of a new day
shone on England. 2
It is true that, before Wesley, there had been some interest
and sympathy for the slaves. Literature had been written
even at the end of the previous century. ^
One of the earliest references to John Wesley's
interest in the abolition of slavery is recorded during his
days in Georgia and South Carolina. Wesley and Oglethorpe,
the Governor of Georgia stood firmly by the Georgia trustees
in their decision to prohibit slavery in the colony. How
ever, the trustees were unable to prevent "a system of ap
prenticeship, or voluntary self-sale, or self-hiring for
Wesley Historical Society, Proceedings. XIII,
(December, 1922), p. 178.
^Edwards, 02* cit., p. 113 � M� Edwards makes reference
to Godwyii, an -English clergyman, who had voiced his abhor
rence of the slave traffic. Mention is also made by Mrs.
Aphra Benn who, in her novel Oroonoko, had made a Negro the
hero of her novel, as well as Daniel Defoe's sympathetic
study of the man "Friday."
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a term of years." This situation "led to abuses, only less
frightful than those which prevailed on the plantations of
Carolina and Florida, where negro slaves worked."^
Moreover, Oglethorpe and the trustees refused to
sanction slave trade and facing unscrupulous settlers, who,
wanting laborers for their plantations, demanded the right
to import Negroes. Again Wesley gave General Oglethorpe
and the trustees of the American colony his complete support
in their non-slavery policy. ^
Later, on his voyage back to England, Wesley "began
instructing a Negro lad in the principles of Christianity"^
and a few days after, he "began to read and explain some
passages of the Bible" to him. Soon afterwards "another
n
Negro who was on board desired to be a hearer too."' Even
while back in England, correspondence from Virginia kept
Wesley informed on the subject. He records in his Journal
one such letter from a gentleman in Virginia:
The poor negro slaves here have never heard
of Jesus, or His religion, till they arrived
at the land of their slavery in America,
whom their masters generally neglect, as
though immortality was not the privilege
^Journal, I, 181 (n.). ^j^^id. , p. 244.
^Ibid. , p. 415. "^Ibid. . p. 415.
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of their souls in conunon with their own.
These poor Africans are the principal ob
jects of my compassion, and I think. the most
proper subject of your charity. 8
Interested in slaves from his Georgia days, Wesley's
concern for them was kept alive by such correspondence from
America as that just quoted. It was kindled to flame by
reading the attacks on the slave trade written by Antony
Benezet, the Quaker referred to in his Journal \inder the
date February 12, 1772. Wesley writes:
In returning I read a very different
book, published by an honest Quaker, on
that execrable sum of all villanies, com
monly called the Slave-trade. I read of
nothing like it in the heathen world, an
cient or modern; and it infinitely exceeds,
in every instance of barbarity, whatever
Christian slaves suffer in Mahometan coun
tries. 9
What Wesley had seen and felt now spurred him into
action. As a direct result of this reading, he wrote and
published Thoughts upon Slavery in 1744.
�'�^ It is one of
^Ibid. , IV, 125. ^Ibid. . pp. 445-446.
^^Albert C. Cutler, in his book containing a selection
of John Wesley's writings (John Wesley, New York: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1964) says that Wesley's "Thoughts upon Sla
very" actually was "an abridgment of Some Historical Account
of Guinea, which had been published in Philadelphia in 1771 by
Antony Benezet, an American Quaker." It is useful to realize
that in the eighteenth cent\iry literary "borrowing" was not
an infringement of literary rights but was considered a form
of endorsement, pp. 85-86.
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the strongest attacks upon slavery that had ever been made
up to that time.
After a historical note, in which he traces the ori
gins of slavery, and a portrayal of the inhumanity of sla
very, Wesley sets out to refute the three grounds upon which
slavery was held to be justified: (1) Slavery is said to
arise from captivity in war, (2) Slavery may begin by one
man's selling himself to another, and (3) that men may be
born slaves, by being the children of slaves. Wesley
strongly rejects the idea that slavery, in any form, will
ever be necessary. He writes:
It is impossible that it should ever be
necessary for any reasonable creature to
violate all the laws of justice, mercy and
truth. No circumstances can make it neces
sary for a man to burst in sunder all the
ties of humanity. It can never be necessary
for a rational being to sink himself below
a brute . . . The absurdity of the presup
position is so glaring, that one would won
der any one can help seeing it.
12
Wesley then warns the slave owners, that there is a
just God who will reward every man "according to his
works
. , Then will the great God deal with you as you have
dealt with them, and require all their blood at your hands."
H2�ks, XI, 70-71. Ibid., p. 70.
13tv4/5 -rt r7Q_
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He asks them, "Have your fathers, have you, has any man
living, a right to use another as a slave? ... It cannot
be that either war, or contract, can give any man such a
property in another as he has in his sheep and oxen."^^
Finally, he urges, "Away with all whips, all chains,
all compulsion! Be gentle toward all men; and see that you
invfiriably do unto every one as you would he should do un-
15to you." ^ This powerful pamphlet was sent out by Wesley
and his preachers aud widely scattered by them both in
Europe and America. It was received with mixed attitudes.
Those participants in the slave traffic were seriously
alarmed, while the people as well as the Press received
it favorably.
It is interesting to note the marked contrast in
attitudes between Wesley and Whitefield as they faced this
problem. It has been noted that Wesley's approach was
firmly against such evil. Whitefield, on the other hand,
not only approved of slavery, but in fact became a slave
holder, and at the time of his death, he possesed seventy-
five slaves in connection with his Orphan House plantations
in Georgia. In analyzing this matter, Francis J. McConnell
observes that the reason for such contrasting attitudes was
that Wesley "did not allow himself to get tangled up in a
Ibid. , p. 79. ^It)id.
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material or financial way with the evils." Whereas, "White-
field had the Georgia Orphanage to look after. He accepted
slaves for the work there, and then added to the nximber by
16his own purchases."
Wesley again took his pen to continue his denuncia
tion of slavery and wrote A Serious Address to the People
of England with regard to the State of the Nation. Printed
in London on February 20, 1778 during the tumult of the
American Revolutionary War, he answers those who are la
menting the loss of slave trade:
I would to God it may never be found
more 1 that we may never more steal and sell
our brethren like beasts ; never murder them
by thousands and tens of thousands! 0 may
this worse than Mahometan, worse than Pagan,
abomination, be removed from us for ever!
Never was anything such a reproach to England
since it was a nation, as the having any
hand in this execrable traffic. 17
Not only did Wesley write against slavery, he preached
against it. His courage in this fight is evidenced by his
announcement in Bristol on a Tuesday evening in 1788 that
he would preach on slavery on Thursday evening with "high
Francis J. McConnell, John Wesley (New York: Abing
don Press, 1939), p. 280.
^''works , XI, 145.
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and low, rich and poor." After the sermon, he announced
that Friday would he set apart as "a day of fasting and
prayer that God would remember those poor outcasts of men,
and make a way for them to escape, and break their chains
in sunder."-^�
When the Committee for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade was formed in 1787, Wesley wrote a letter to Thomas
Clarkson, expressing his great satisfaction on hearing of
their formation and his undivided support of their aims.
In it he warned them of the tremendous opposition they
would face from those who were deeply involved in such evil
practices. He concludes the letter with these words: "I
commend you to Him who is able to carry you through all
opposition and support you under all discouragements.""^*^
In October of the same year, John Wesley wrote again
to the Committee, this time through Granville Sharp, one of
the leaders for abolition. In this letter, after denounc
ing the evils of slavery, Wesley boldly suggests that bet
ter means of information could be secured than the hiring
of persons, who for a fee would inform against slave owners.
"To hire or to pay informers has a bad sound and might raise
*
Journal, VII, 360.
'letters, VIII, 6-7.
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yea unsurmountable prejudice against you."^^
The last book which Wesley ever read was The Inter
esting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gusta-
vus Vassa. This reading probably led him to write his
famous letter to William Wilberforce,^"^ the greatest name of
all in the abolitionist camp and a sta\inch Evangelical.
Wesley had met him on. February 24, 1789 and had written of
their meeting: "Mr Wilberforce called upon me, and we had
an agreeable and useful conversation. What a blessing
is it |sic)to Mr. Pitt to have such a friend as this I "^^
Wilberforce, in mentioning the meeting made the brief, but
illuminating remark, "I called on John Wesley, a fine old
fellow. "^^
Wesley's letter to Wilberforce has been considered
a classic in the annals of the history of the abolition of
Negro slavery and is worthy of quoting in its entirety:
London, February 26, 1791
My Dear Sir,
Unless the divine power has raised you
up to be as Athanasius contra mundum, I see
not how you can go through your glorious en-
^^Ibid. , p. 17
^�^Evelyn D. Bebb, Wesley: A Man With A Concern
(London: Epworth Press, 1950), p.~68.
Journal, VII, 471. ^^Ibid. , n.
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enterprise, in opposing that execrable vil-
lany, which is the scandal of religion, of
England, and of human nature. Unless God has
raised you up for this very thing, you will
be worn out by the opposition of men and
devils. But "if God be for you, who can be
against you?" Are all of them together
stronger than God? "be not weary in well
doing 1" Go on, in the name of God and in
the power of his might, till even American
slavery (the vilest that ever saw the sun)
shall vanish away before it.
Reading this morning a tract, wrote (sic)
by a poor African, I was particularly struck
by that circumstance,�that a man who has a
black skin, being wronged or outraged by a
white man, can have no redress; it being a
law, in all our colonies, that the oath of
a black against a white "goes for nothing.
What villany is this I .
That He who has guided you from your
youth up, may continue to strengthen you in
this and all things is the prayer of
Dear Sir, p,
Yo\ir affectionate servant,
This letter, written four days before his death, was
Wesley's last great message to a cause that had won his
deep and sympathetic support.
It would be difficult to assess with exactness the
degree of effectiveness that his work and influence had in
abolishing the slave trade and slavery in general. Yet,
it is known that through Wesley's influence, Methodists
Works, 2III, 153.
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had adopted his point of view. That Methodists were ex
tremely important in the struggle is evidenced by the sta
tistics of anti-slavery petitions. While the other twenty-
one non-conforming bodies, including Roman Catholics,
secured 122,978 signatures, Methodists forwarded 229,426
names.
Thus Methodism, by its relentless attack against the
evils of slavery helped to secure their abolition. John
Wesley who had become son of God by faith in Christ, re
fused to see potential or actual sons of God remain in
physical slavery. His personal faith expressed itself in
Christian action in society. "The man who regarded the world
as his parish was not likely to distinguish between his
26
parishioners . "
II. ON EDUCATION
It has been the rule rather than the exception to
agree that John Wesley "has no place in the history of
27
Educational theory, for he contributed nothing." ' Never-
^^Edwards, John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century.
p. 124, �. V. , Wesley Studies , by various writers, p. 190,
26
Ibid . , p. 128. ^"^Ibid, . p, 129.
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theless, when one considers the work of this great spiri
tual leader in the area of the Sunday Schools, one wonders
if the conclusions have not been overdrawn. , It is the pur
pose of this section to consider Wesley's endeavors in the
field of Education and the importance of such a task.
All his life, John Wesley was deeply interested in
the question of Christian education. He was discontented
with the state of things he had personally experienced at
Charterhouse and at Oxford. His stay at Charterhouse was
from 1715 to 1719� While he was there he laid the founda
tions of his excellent classical education, but his memory
of the school was not a happy one. Repeatedly he recalled
the "brutal bullying of the larger boys and also the fact
28
that for days together he there had little to eat" ex
cept for a little bread.
Of his experience at Oxford he writes that the moment
a young man sets his foot on such institution "he is sur
rounded with company of all kinds,�except that which would
OQ
do him good; with loungers gind trifflers of every sort."
His interest for schools is evidenced by the following ac-
^�J. Wesley Bready, England; Before and After Wes
ley (London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1939) � p. 186.
^^Works, XIII, 299.
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count when at Herrnhut and Halle he visited the Pietist
institutions. Of his impression there, he .writes that he
went to see "the Orphan House, that amazing proof that 'all
things are' still 'possible to him that believeth.' . . .
there is now a large yearly revenue for its support" plus
"what is continually brought in by the printing-office, the
books sold there, and the apothecary's shop, which is furnished
with all sorts of medicines." He further notes that "the
lodging-chambers for the children, their diningroom, their
chapel, and all the adjoining apartments . . . are so exactly
clean, as I have never seen before" and that "six hundred
and fifty children � . � are wholly maintained there; and .
50
three thousand, if I mistake not, taught.."^
Later under the date August 10, Wesley gives an
account of the Orphan House at Herrnhut and remarks that
"the larger children rise at five; the smaller between five
and six ... at eight the smaller children go to bed, the
larger to the public service. When this is ended, they
work again till at ten they go to bed." In his detailed
account, Wesley mentions that these children are taught
Journal , II, 17
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writing, arithmetic, history, French and that "those who
are capable of it learn Latin. "^�'- There was no holiday
except the time employed in walking. The significance of
Wesley's visit to Orphan House and the other Pietist schools
lies in the fact that in his school at Kingswood, Wesley
"followed the Brethren. "^^
In 1759, Wesley bought the side of the dismantled
King's Poundry^^ and adapted it for Methodist purposes.
The front room was used as a chapel and at the back of the
building was a large room called the Board Room. The
north end of this room was fitted with desks and used as
a school while the south end was the "Book Room" for the
sale of Wesley's publications. This half-room has an im
portance of its own: "it was Wesley's first independent
attempt in practical education. At the Kingswood school
he was "technically at least, the successor of Whitefield."
So Wesley regarded this venture at the Foundry as "parti-
cularly his own venture in education. "-^^
^��-Ibid., p. 51. ^^Ibid., n.
^^Ibid., p. 316, n.
^^Alfred H. Body, John Wesley and Education (London:
Epworth Press, 1936), p. TsT"
^^Ibid.
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His desire to educate the children of very poor
parents in London led him to begin a school where children
could be educated, free if necessary. This led to the
founding of his greatest school at Kingswood in 17^8.
The Rules he drew up for his schools at Kingswood
and Newcastle are very similar to those of the Pietist in
stitutions. The hour of rising was four a.m. both "winter
and summer," this Wesley found to be of "admirable use,
either for preserving a good, or improving a bad, consti
tution." He had found this practice to be of "peculiar
service in almost all nervous complaints , both in prevent-
56
ing and in removing them. The children spent the time
until five a.m. in devotional excercises. There was to be
no time allowed for play "the school being taught everyday
in the year but Sundays." Wesley firmly believed the Ger
man proverb "He that plays when he is a boy, will play when
he is a man."^*^ The reading of Wesley's Rules in this day
and age might seem narrow and intolerant: Xt must be con
sidered within the eighteenth century times. It was a
58
time when immorality was "largely winked at as a sport.
"-^
^^Works, XIII, 294.
^''ibid.
^^Bready, England : Before and After Wesley, p. 158.
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Of such, wholesome present-day sports as baseball and foot
ball, the eighteenth century knew nothing.
The baiting of bulls, bears and bad
gers; the teasing and torture of cats, dogs,
rams, cocks and ducks; the flogging of horses
over an "endurance course"; the beastly bludg-
eonings of prize fighters and local bruisers;
together with drunkeness, gambling and sex
immorality represented the basic elements
of "sport." Even the school gameS' of chil
dren were for the most part, bullying,
cruel and crude�a stimulus perhaps to brawn
and muscle, but an enemy both of team-work
and wit. 59
It is no small wonder that Wesley reacted the way
he did in suppressing all play. He encountered a problem
similar to that of the Early Christian leaders concerning
fioman gladiatorial shows. Thus, J. Wesley Bready concludes:
A complete and peremptory break was im
perative. He had to free the masses from
the cruelty and barbarism, the lust and the
avarice, then associated with the name and
substance of "sport." His high and holy pur
pose was to re-discover and purge the nation's
soul; and when once that unparalleled ser
vice was wrought, a new and elevated concep-*--
tion of sport duly appeared.40
One of the reasons Wesley was led to the formation
of these schools was his discontentment with the way things
^^Ibid. , p. 160.
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were in the boarding schools then in existence. Wesley
objected to the careless selection of students made by
many schools. Children were not likely, he said to retain
their religion with such companionship. Also, in many
schools, "the masters have no more religion than the scho
lars," and are not instilled in the principles of Christi
anity nor in their practice. "Consequently, they are no
thing concerned, whether their scholars are Papists or Pro
testants, Turks or Christians: they look upon this as no
part of their business."
The curriculum at Kingswood was varied and combined
classical and religious instruction to a remarkable degree.
It was designed to "train up children in every branch of
42
useful learning." The yoxing scholars were taught "read
ing, writing, arithmetic, English, French, Latin, Greek,
Hebrew, history, geography, chronology, rhetoric, logic,
45
ethics, geometry, algebra, physics, music." The Kings-
wood school, beginning as a boarding school, was limited at
first to sons of Methodist ministers. Later it developed
44
into one of the leading public schools of England.
^�"�Works, VIII, p. 290. ^^Ibid. . p. 285.
^^Ibid.
44
^Bett, The Spirit of Methodism, p. 162.
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Another educational endeavor that Wesley undertook
was the building of Newcastle. Wesley intended this to be
patterned after the model of Francke's Weisenhaus at Halle,
but his desires never became fulfilled. The orphan house
became in the end a preaching place, with a residence for
Wesley and his preachers.
John Wesley soon discovered that it was almost im
possible to run a school from a distance with only periodic
and temporary visits. He writes that "from the very beginning
I met with all sorts of discouragements . . . Notwithstanding
which through God's help, I went on."^^ He further records
that "some of the wildest children were struck with deep
conviction" and that "all appeared to have good desires;
and two or three began to taste the love of God."
From time to time Wesley enco\intered some boys who
47
were "very uncommonly wicked." ' He dealt with them justly
as he would with any unsatisfactory adult from the Socie
ties: he would expel them. In this he "shared the general
48
view of his day that a child was a small edition of an adult."
Journal, III, 550. ^^Ibid.
^"^Ibid.
48
Bebb, Wesley: A Man With A Concern, p. 91.
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In his attitude toward the education of a child,
Wesley was strongly influenced by his mother. He vividly
remembered both the moral and educational training he had
received at home. His convictions concerning the education
of children were mostly derived from his mother Susanna
Wesley. She had been a very strict disciplinarian with
her own children and "all the Wesley children, with the
possible exception of Hetty, had their wills thoroughly
�amended' at an early age."^^ Susanna had trained her
children mostly herself. She refused to send them to the
local schoolmaster, John Holland, because of his incompetence
51
and wickedness,-^ so she preferred to teach them herself.
As early as 1732, John Wesley wrote to his mother
asking for the principal rules she had observed in educa
ting her family. In her lengthy reply she sets down her
fiindamental principles of training: some of which are here
reproduced in part :
In order to form the minds of children,
the first thing to be done is to conquer their
will, and bring them to an obedient temper.
^^John W. Prince, Wesley on Religious Education
(New York: Methodist Book Concern, 1926), p. 104.
50
Body, John Wesley and Education, p. 51*
^�^John Telford, The Life of John Wesley (New York:
Eaton &, Mains, cl898j) , p. I5.
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To inform the understanding is a work of
time . . . but the subjecting the will, is
a thing that must be done at once, and the
sooner the better ... I insist upon con
quering the will of children betimes, be
cause this is the only strong and rational
foundation of a religious education, with
out which both precept and example will be
ineffectual. But when this is thoroughly
done, then a child is capable of being
governed by the reason and piety of his
parents, till its own understanding comes
to maturity, and the principles of religion
have taken root in the mind ... As self-
will is the root of all sin and misery, so
whatever cherishes this in children ensures
their after-wretchedness and . irreligion . .
Heaven or hell depends on this alone. So
that the parent who studies to subdue it in
his child works together with God in the re-
newing and saving a soul. 52
The prime importance of this extract lies in the
fact that it reflects the principle on which John Wesley
based the rules of discipline in his schools. If only the
facts quoted above (along with the rest as set forth in her
letter to her son) were available, it might easily be con
cluded that Susanna Wesley was a harsh woman who brutally
treated her children. However, she must be set against her
historical background. She belonged to her own century and
not to the present. Hers was a brutal age and she was "only
using the accepted means of discipline in her use of the
Journal, III, 55-56.
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rod and she would claim that she was avoiding the extremes
of softness and severity. "^^ This system was also an exten
sion of Susanna Wesley's family system---one which "made God
the centre of all work; which broke the will of the child
in subjecting to God" and one which "precluded all possi
bility of the devil interfering to claim the child for him
self."^
One final observation on Susanna Wesley's method
must be made. It must be noted that "neither the aim nor
the effect of this method was to crush the personality,"
but it was done in order to "crush self-will and selfish-
55
ness in order . . � that the personality be developed. "-^-^
This was her aim, and that of her famous son.
The most important educational development of the
eighteenth century was the foundation of the Sunday School.
The purpose of this form of education was not for a special
class of children�as it had been at Kingswood�but for
those in greatest need: the children of the poor. Although
^^lialdwyn Edwards, Family Circle (London: Epworth
Press, 1961), p. 63.
^Paul Sangster, Pity My Simplicity (London: Epworth
Press, 1963), p. 31.
^^Bebb, Wesley: A Man With A Concern, p. 92.
56
Sangster, op. cit.. p. 110.
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these Sunday schools were chiefly the outcome of the Metho
dist movement, they did not become widespread in their in
fluence until the last decade of the century.
Robert Raikes has been traditionally known as the
founder of the Sunday schools, but this claim has been
seriously disputed. Although he must have the credit for
popularizing the movement, it was Hannah Ball, a young lady
of twenty-two who, in 1769 "commenced a Methodist Sunday
school, fourteen years before Raikes began his at Glouces-
ter."'^'^ A certain Methodist young lady named Miss Cooke
"was the first to suggest to Robert Raikes the idea of in
stituting a Sunday-school at Gloucester."^� Raikes started
that school in 1784. In January 1785 he published in Wes
ley's Arminian Magazine, his famous article "An Account
of the Sxinday Charity Schools, lately begun in various parts
of England." Wesley "was one of the first to catch and
59
patronize the Sunday-school idea.""^"^
In his Journal, on July 18, 1784, Wesley writes of
his visit to a Sunday school that had been recently esta-
^"^L. Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. John
Wesley. (New York: Harper"T3rothers , 1872), II, 534.
58
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^�Ibid. , III, 415.
'Ibid.
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blished:
I preached, morning and afternoon in
Bingley church; but it would not near con
tain the congregation. Before service I
stepped into the Sunday-school, which con
tains two hundred and forty children taught
every Sunday by several masters and super
intended by the curate. So many children
in one parish are restrained from open sin,
and taught a little good manners, at least,
as well as to read the Bible. I find these
schools springing up wherever I go. Perhaps
God may have a deeper end therein than men
are aware of. Who knows but some of these
schools may become nurseries for Christians?
This was Wesley's first notice of Sunday schools.
"Though such schools had long existed in isolated cases it
61
was not until now that they attracted attention." Wes
ley was largely responsible for the amazing growth of these
Sunday schools and often spoke of them enthusiastically.
"I love Sunday schools much," Wesley writes to one of his
62
preachers, "They have done abundance of good." To another
in charge of a Sunday school where eight hundred children
were being taught, he says, "these Sunday schools are one
of the noblest specimens of charity which have been set on
6-5
foot in England since the time of William the Conqueror."
Journal, VII, 3.
^�"�Tyerman, II, 534. ^^Letters, VIII, 24.
^^Ibid. , p. 34.
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The movement spread so rapidly that by 1787, there were
two hundred thousand children in the Sunday schools.
Thus, it must be concluded that John Wesley's deep
concern for the illiterate and destitute, expressed so
emphatically through his educational endeavors , must claim
for him recognition in the field of education. Not only
did he champion the idea that children must not be left to
grow up in sin, but he labored to build and conduct schools
for them within and without his Societies. "Others have
contributed to the theory of Education. Wesley promoted
its spread. And looking at what he did, one cannot laugh
64
at what he thought . "
III. ON CHRISTIAN PHILANTHROPY
There is no question as to the character of John
Wesley. He was first of all, and above all a preacher.
His all consuming passion was to proclaim the Good News to
man; to bring him into a right relationship with his God.
But this prophetic passion did not leave him with only ah-
"other worldly" concern. In his teaching, practice, and
discipline, there is the awareness of his unquestionable
64
Maldwyn Edwards, John Wesley and the Eighteenth
Century, p. 145.
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concern for the social needs of man. Thus, while Wesley aimed
at the salvation of the souls of men, he never lacked con
cern for their bodies.
The poor were particularly the object of his com
passion. He was deeply interested in them and the causes
and remedy of their plight. Wesley's sensitivity is vividly
portrayed in the records he left behind. In his tract,
"Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of Provisions," he writes
how he was disturbed as one day he watched one "gathering
the bones which the dogs had left in the streets and making
broth of them, to prolong a wretched life I "^^ John Wesley
also records his conversation with another poor woman, in
which she relates: "Indeed I was very faint, and so weak
I could hardly walk, until my dog, finding nothing at home,
went out, and brought in a good sort of bone, which I took
out of his mouth, and made a pure dinner! "^^ With indigna
tion, Wesley cries: "this, in a land flowing . . . with
milk and honey1"^''
Looking at the causes of poverty he asks, "why is
this? Why have all these nothing to eat?" He answers:
^^Works, XI, 54.
^^Ibid.
^"^Ibid.
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The plain reason why they have no meat is, because they
have no work." Facing the problem of the lack of work,
Wesley cites the causes of the scarcity of food. Among the
main sources of trouble were the huge quantities of corn
used in the distilleries; the number of horses kept for
coaches and chaises, and the number bred for export, which
meant a larger consiimption of oats, and a less production
of oxen and sheep. Also mentioned was the monopoly of farms.
^e disappearance of the small farms meant that the "one
great farmer" did not bother to produce pork, fowls, and
eggs for the markets as the "little farmer" had previously
done. Moreover, the raising of agricultural rents and the
increase in the national taxes contributed to the problem.
Wesley then goes on to suggest ways in which these
problems could be remedied. It is indeed an open question
as to whether his recommendations are crude or valid. His
economics may or may not be good. However, the significance
of the document lies in the fact that it is saturated with
Wesley's sensitiveness to the social obligations of his be
liefs.
Even from his early days at Oxford, Wesley had mani
fested his compassion for the poor. There his charity to
^�ibid.
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the poor was limited only by the means he had. One cold
winter's day, a young girl meagerly dressed came to him
almost frozen. When he discovered that he had no money to
give her, and that the walls of his room were adorned with
pictures, "it immediately struck me," he writes, "Will thy
Master say 'Well done, good and faithful servant'? Thou
has adorned thy walls with the money which might have screened
this poor creature from the coldl" In despair, he cries,
"0 justice 1 0 mercy 1 Are not these pictures the blood of
this poor maid?"
^ This story shows, to say the least, the
sensitivity of the man and the fear of spending anything
upon himself which could be spent in relieving the needs of
the poor. This desire for good works continued throughout
his life.
Wesley felt the importance of the personal touch in
handing out relief to the poor. In his Journal, he comments
on this matter, so necessary to the effectiveness of the
giver, and to the upbuilding of the recipient. He writes:
I visited as many as I could of the sick.
How much better is it, when it can be done,
to carry relief to the poor, than to send itl
and that both for our own sake and theirs.
Works, VII, 21
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For theirs, as it is so much more comfort
able to them, and as we may then assist
th^m in spirituals as well as temporals;
and for our own, as it is far more apt to
soften our heart, and to make us naturally
care for each other. 70
Wesley sets this down as a neceseeiry condition in order to
cultivate a compassionate concern for the poor. In his
sermon "On Visiting the Sick," he asserts that "one great
reason why the rich, in general, have so little sympathy
for the poor, is, because they so seldom visit them" There
fore, many of them do not know how others suffer. "Many
of them do not know, because they do not care to know; they
keep out of the way of knowing it, and then plead their
voluntary ignorance as an excuse for their hardness of
heart. "'^�'�
There are many accounts throughout Wesley's writings
which give evidence to his deep interest in the poor. An
account recorded on January 4, 1785 is a good representative.
It was the winter season and Wesley went around distributing
clothes as well as food to the needy:
But it was hard work, as most of the
streets were filled with melting snow, which
often lay ankle deep; so that my feet were
Journal, IV, 422. '^"^Works, VII, 119
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steeped in snow-water nearly from morning
till evening. I held it out pretty well
till Saturday evening; but I was laid up
with a violent flux, which increased every
hour, till, at six in the morning. Dr.
Whitehead called upon me. His first draught
made me easy; and three or four more per
fected the cure. 72
One of the dilemmas of the poor was their need for
addibional capital to meet an emergency or to enable them
to pursue a different line of employment. The pawnbroker
was supposed to meet this need, but all too often he de
manded as security the surrender of tools or equipment
necessary in the household. Thus, a scheme in relieving
the poor was provided by Wesley in the Lending Stock. It
began in July 1746 with a capital of about thirty pounds out
73
of which more than 250 persons were relieved m one year.
Later the capital was raised to fifty pounds and afterwards
by Wesley's special appeal the capital rose to 120 pounds.
The stewards attended every Tuesday morning to distribute
the loans; and any person could borrow from one to five
74
pounds, the money being repaid weekly within three months.
Wesley went to the poor not as a patron but as a
brother. To his stewards he charged, "Put yourself in the
Journal, VII, 43. "^^Works, II, 18.
"^^Ibid. , VIII, 267.
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place of every poor man, and deal with him as you would
God should deal with you."*^^
This same concern led Wesley to begin a medical
dispensary believed by some to be "the first dispensary that
the world ever had."''^ Wesley himself treated some of the
sickness with some success, although he had never formally
studied medicine. "... for six or seven and twenty years
I had made anatomy and physic the diversion of my leisure
77hours . , . Evevj Friday he would treat the patients,
and he notes: I gave them "the best medicines I had."
Wesley writes of an interesting experience. One William
Kirkman came to him with a severe cough:
... I asked, "How long have you had it?"
He replied, "about threescore years: It be
gan when I was eleven years old." I was nothing
glad that this man should come first, fearing
� our not curing him might discourage others.
However, I looked up to God, and said, "Take
this three or four times a day. If it does
you no good, it will do you no harm." He
took it two or three days. His cough was
cured and has not returned to this day. 78
The dispensary proved to be a success. The first
day thirty came and in three weeks about three hundred.
"^^Works . Ill, 501.
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Tyerman, -The Life and Times of Rev. John Wesley.
I, 11.
^^Works. VIII, 264. "^^Ibid.
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This continued for several years until "the number of pa
tients still increasing, the expense was greater than we
79could bear."'-^ The people became so numerous that four
centers were established in London. Electric treatments
were partly responsible for the success. When Wesley be
came aware of the cures obtained from these treatments, he
procured the proper equipment and ordered several persons to
be treated. According to the Westminster Journal, Wesley
in 1772 was still using an " . . . Electrical Machine at
the Foundry, near Moorfields, where any person may be elec
trified gratis, from nine to twelve every day, except Sat
urdays and Sundays Mr. Wesley says. Electrifying
in a proper manner cures St. Anthony's Fire, Gouts, Headache,
Inf lamations , Lameness, Palpitations of the Heart, Palsy,
Rheumations, Sprain, Wan, Toothache, Sore Throat and Swell
ings of all Sorts."�-'-
Wesley now studied medicine more carefully. In 174-7
or 1748, he published his Primitive Physic, of which a twenty-
third edition was published the year of his death. This
''^Journal, III, 275. ��Works� II� 588.
^-'-Westminster Journal, March 1-7, 1772, cited by
Robert F. Wearmouth. Methodism and the Common People of the
Eighteenth Century (London: Epworth Press, 1945) �p. 209.
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book has been recognized "superior to any non-professional
work of the same date."�^ There is much in this book that
even now commands assent.�^
Also in connection with the Foundry in London, Wes
ley started and maintained for several years a house for
destitute widows. He writes that for some years he had
found in London many aged and feeble widows who were not
sick, but who were unable to provide for themselves and who
had no relatives or friends to provide for them. After con
sulting with his stewards, Wesley undertook to care for
them. He leased two houses nearby, furnished and made them
clean and comfortable. They had no money to begin this
worthy project, but Wesley believed "He would provide 'who
Qh.
defendeth the cause of the widow. ' " Soon these homes
were filled to capacity. A large part of the expense of
this widows ' home was met from the weekly contributions
of the bands and and "all that was collected at the Lord's
Supper. "�5
Wesley's social concern reached out to the prisoners
as well. As early as 1750, Wesley began to visit the pri-
�^Telford, The Life of John Wesley, p. 557.
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�^Edwards, John Wesley and the Eighteenth Century.
p. 151�
�^orks . VIII, 265. �^Ibid.
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sons, together with another member of the Oxford Club.
Wesley, becoming a little doubtful as to the propriety
of such endeavors wrote to his father Samuel, at Epworth,
asking for his advice. Samuel Wesley's answer, dated
September 21, 1750 settled the matter for John Wesley. He
encouraged him to "Go on ... in God's name, in the path to
86
which your Saviour has directed you."
On his return from America, early in 1758, Wesley
renewed his work in the prisons where he preached on hiin-
dreds of occasions. In a period of nine months Wesley
"preached more than sixty times in various prisons."�*^
Wesley maintained this keen interest in prisons all through
his life and was instrumental in effecting prison reform. He
encouraged and led other Methodists in an intensive preach
ing ministry at the jails in London, Bristol and Oxford.
So effective was Wesley's preaching ministry at the Newgate
Prison that the keeper, Abel Dogge, "was much offended at
88
the cries of these on whom the power of God came." The
following year Wesley called on some condemned men at New
gate, but was informed that the alderman had ordered that
�^
Journal, I, 95.
87Bett, The Spirit of Methodism, p. 156.
��
Journal, II, 186.
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he should not be admitted to the prison.�^
This opposition from the officials recurred from time
to time, not only with respect to the prisons, but also with
other institutions. Once, when Wesley went to see a young
woman in Bedlam, an institution for the insane, he was
barred from entering. He remarks in his Journal: "So we
are forbid (sic) to go to Newgate, for fear of making them
wicked; and to Bedlam, for fear of driving them madl"^^
Nevertheless, the relentless activities of Wesley and his
preachers bore fruit. Abel Dogge, the keeper at Newgate
91
was converted \inder this ministry. ^ Dogge himself became
instrumental in effecting a marked improvement in the con
duct and cleEinliness of the prison. When Wesley witnessed
these changes, he was so moved that he wrote the editor of
the London Chronicle :
Of all the seats of woe on this side of
hell few, I suppose exceed or even equal New
gate. If any region of horror could exceed
it a few years ago, Newgate in Bristol did;
so great was the filth, the stench, the mis
ery and the wickedness which shocked all who
had a spark of humanity left. How was I sur
prised, then, when I was there a few weeks
ago! . . .92
�^Ibid. , p. 341. Journal. Ill, 455.
^�'�Ibid. . II, 173, n. ^^Letters, IV, 127.
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Wesley then goes on to describe the remarkable
changes the prison had undergone. He is careful to credit
the keeper, Abel Dogge, for his noble work. Wesley then
concludes t^his letter: "... And does not the Keeper of
Newgate deserve to be remembered full as well as the Man
of Ross? May the Lord remember him in that day I Meantime
will not one follow his example? "^^
Wesley's contribution to prison reform went beyond
preaching and publicity. He continually encouraged others
to this noble task; one of them was John Howard, a great
name associated with prison reform. In 1787 they met in
Dublin and Wesley remarked of their meeting:
I had the pleasure of a conversation with
Mr. Howard, I think one of the greatest men
in Europe. Nothing but the mighty power of
God can enable him to go through his diffi
cult and dangerous employments. But what
can hurt us, if God is on our side?94
Howard referred with great satisfaction to his in
terview with Wesley. Later when Howard was about to leave
for another of his tours of inspection, he called at Wes
ley's house in City Road, early in 1789 to say good-bye and
present a book to him. Unfortunately Wesley had gone to Ire-
Ibid. . p. 128. ^^Journal, VII, 295.
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land and the two never met again. But Howard, talking to
some of Wesley's preachers told them how he remembered
Wesley's sermon on Ecclesiastes 9:10 at his seat in Bed-
95forshire. ^ Howard freely acknowledged the inspiration
Wesley had given him in pursuing his work of reform.
Thus, these were some of the ways in which John Wes
ley attempts^ to relieve the poorer classes of his day.
This was the expression of his compassion for the destitute
and the oppressed. A further word needs to be said con
cerning his work against some of the social evils that were
rampant in the eighteenth century.
Despite the existence of tremendous poverty, the age
of Wesley was a pleasure-loving, luxurious age. The nota
ble historian, Lecky reports that in this age the "fatal
passion for drink was at once, and irrevocably, planted in
the nation. " That whereas the average of British spirits
distilled in 1684 was only 527,000 gallons, in 1755 it rose
Q6
to 5,594,000 gallons.^ Those who sold gin were accustomed
to hang out signs announcing that their customers "could be
^^Ibid. , n.
^^William E. H. Lecky, A History of England in the
Eighteenth Century (London: Longmans, GreenTand Co., 1885)
I, 479.
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made drunk for a penny, and dead drunk for twopence," and
have clean straw to lie on for nothing; the "cellars strewn
with straw were accordingly provided, into which those who
had become insensible were dragged" and they would remain
there "till they had sufficiently recovered to renew their
07
orgies.
Wesley's reaction to such evil was a lifetime of
opposition. Together with the early Methodists, they formed
the pioneer group of the temperance movement. John Wesley
also wrote a series of brief tracts in which he attacked the
evils of that day with \incompromising conviction. They were
entitled "A Word to a Smuggler," "A Word to a Swearer," "A
Word to an Unhappy Woman," and so on. One of the most pun
gent of these is "A Word to a Drunkard." He writes:
Are you a man I God made you a man; but
you make yourself a beast . . . You do all
you can to make yourself a mere beast; not a
fool, not a madman only, but a swine, a poor
filthy swine ... On what motive do you poi
son yourself? only for the pleasure of doing
it? Whatl will you make yourself a beast,
or rather a devil? ... Do you not rather
drink for the sake of company? . . . "For com
pany," do you say? How is this? Will you take
a dose of ratsbone for company? . . . But,
"to oblige your friends:" What manner of
Ibid.
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friends are they who would be obliged by
your destroying yourself? . . . 0 do not aim
at any excuse 1 Say not, as many do, "I am
no one's enemy but my own." ... It is not
so . . . You are an enemy to every man that
sees you in your sin; for your example may
move him to do the same. A drunkard is a
public enemy . . . Above all, you are an
enemy to God. the great God of heaven and
earth ... 98
To his followers Wesley charged: "Touch no dram. It is
liquid fire. It is a sure though slow poison. It saps
the very springs of life ... "^^ With the same strong
denunciation, Wesley tiredlessly attacked other forms of
evil and corruption such as smuggling, war, luxury, etc.
More could be said of his philsinthropic and humani-
tsirian endeavors, however, the purpose of this study has
not been to merely survey all of Wesley's social activities,
important as they were. The purpose has been to view some
of his social concern only as it became the living expres
sion of his Christian faith.
Wesley and his followers were primarily interested
in the salvation of man's soul; in guiding him from a life
of wickedness and sin to a Christ-like living; this was
^�Works, XI, 169-170.
^^Letters, V, 154.
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their burnins desire. As they went about "spreading holi
ness throughout the land" they were motivated by the love
of God to a life of compassionate service for their fellow
man.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The ministry of John Wesley and his "fellow Methodists
has made clear to the world that Christianity is practical,
ethical and social, as well as personal and doctrinal.
Wesley was compelled by his beliefs not only to seek to
save men's souls, but to care for their material needs as
well. This concern was manifested continually throughout
his ministry. He knew that man cannot live without bread,
and that man cannot live by bread alone. He insisted on
the true relationship of spiritual and economic goods.
Wesley saw the Christian as a "citizen of the world" and as
such " . . .he claims a share in the happiness of all in
habitants of it. Because he is a man, he is not unconcerned
in the welfare of any man; but enjoys whatsoever brings
glory to God, and promotes peace and good-will among men."^
This view of Christian social obligations set him
far in advance of his generation on many issues: for exam
ple in his strong attack on smuggling, his condemnation of
the distilling of spiritous liquors, his attack on luxury,
his intense criticism of war and his crusading spirit
against slavery. This is not to claim that Wesley had no
Sermons, II, 351-
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political bias, nor inerrancy in his judgments of public
affairs. With all candor he recognized the limitations
involved in human judgments. He asserted: "... The
best and wisest of men are frequently mistaken even with
regards to facts; believing those things not to have been
which really were, or those to have been done which were
not e . , . " What was unmistakably true is that he set
forth before his followers to "carefully . � . abstain from
doing evil . . . zealously to maintain good works . . .
constantly to attend on all the ordinances of God � � ."^
Throughout all his writings there is the reflection
of this inseparable dualism: Love for God and love for
man. This was Wesley's program. The love of God inspired
his heart to serve man in society. Yet, today a great seg
ment of the Church has adopted a policy of refraining from
participation in society, emd has ignored its responsibility.
While it is true that a Christian's first responsibility
is to preach the Gospel in order to win others to Christ,
he also has a responsibility to put the principles of Christ
into action in society. Besides co-operating with other
Sermons, II, 153 �
'Works, VIII, 273-274.
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Christians in a good cause, the Christian must cross con
fessional lines and seek a closer co-operation with non-
Christian groups. Co-operation toward a common good end
does not involve compromise when one limits this co-opera
tion to a common good end.
Wesley, as a follower of Christ, was far ahead of
his time; and the Christian of today should be ahead of his.
Mankind is oppressed by fear and perplexity. Men are bur
dened with evils almost insupportable and with problems
apparently insoluble. The Christian must apply his faith
both by preaching the Gospel to the lost, and by applying
the Gospel to the needs of society. Wesley faced the social
order of the eighteenth century England with the light of
the Gospel, and his witness has echoed through the centuries.
Bishop Kennedy states:
I cannot get over the significance of John
Wesley preaching up and down England at the very
time the French Revolution was building up its
terrible explosion across the Channel ... I
am sure that many of the so-called realists
must have laughed at this futile man preaching
Christ to the poor while the world was burning
up. But his was the deeper insight, and his
the longer lasting effect.^-
The many social problems that exist today should
Gerald Kennedy, The Methodist Way of Life (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 195877 P*
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bring the Christian to a point of action. He must get
more involved in all the issues that affect the total
life of man. This will take him into the market place, into
the legislative halls, into administrative offices and into
shops and factories.
John Wesley summed up his life's mission and message
in these last words: "The best of all is, God is with
usl"^ He had lived a life of consecration and dependency
upon God. Wesley believed in the ultimate victory of God
over evil. Thus, he descended "unafraid into the black
ness and night of inherited human depravity because of his
unfaltering trust in the sunrise of God's redeeming love."
The servant of God cannot afford to do any less. Compelled
by the love of God and guided by His Holy Spirit, the Chris
tian must become the light and the salt to his world.
Journal. VIII, 143.
Cannon, The Theology of John Wesley, p. 204.
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